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INTRODUCTION
This paper reflects on more than a decade of public participation 
geographic information systems (PPGISs) research in a range of 
regional and environmental applications in developed countries 
INVOLVING THE GENERAL PUBLIC AS THE KEY PARTICIPANT GROUP  4HE 
CENTRAL THESIS IS THAT WHILE 00')3 ASPIRES TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY 
of decision making and increase the level of public impact beyond 
traditional stakeholder and interest groups, the fullest potential 
of PPGIS has yet to be realized because of a number of social and 
INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS
The term public participation geographic information system 
(PPGIS) WAS CONCEIVED IN  AT THE MEETING OF THE .ATIONAL 
#ENTER FOR 'EOGRAPHIC )NFORMATION AND !NALYSIS .#')!	 IN 
THE 5NITED 3TATES TO DESCRIBE HOW ')3 TECHNOLOGY COULD SUPPORT 
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION FOR A VARIETY OF APPLICATIONS WITH THE GOAL OF 
INCLUSION AND EMPOWERMENT OF MARGINALIZED POPULATIONS  3INCE 
THE S THE RANGE OF 00')3 APPLICATIONS HAS BEEN EXTENSIVE 
ranging from community and neighborhood planning to environ
mental and natural resource management to mapping traditional 
ECOLOGICAL  KNOWLEDGE  OF  INDIGENOUS  PEOPLE  SEE $UNN  
3IEBER  "ROWN  AND 3AWICKI AND 0ETERMAN  FOR 
A REVIEW OF 00')3 APPLICATIONS AND METHODS	
4HE FORMAL DElNITION OF THE 00')3 REMAINS NEBULOUS 4ULL
OCH 	 WITH USE OF THE TERM PPGIS emerging in the United 
3TATES AND DEVELOPEDCOUNTRY CONTEXTS WHILE THE TERM participatory 
GIS or PGIS emerged from participatory planning approaches in 
rural areas of developing countries, the result of a spontaneous 
MERGER OF 0ARTICIPATORY ,EARNING AND !CTION 0,!	 METHODS WITH 
GEOGRAPHIC  INFORMATION  TECHNOLOGIES  2AMBALDI  ET  AL  	 
PGIS often is used to promote the goals of nongovernmental 
ORGANIZATIONS GRASSROOTS GROUPS AND COMMUNITYBASED ORGANI
ZATIONS THAT MAY OPPOSE OFlCIAL GOVERNMENT POLICY ESPECIALLY AS 
pertaining to the rights of indigenous peoples and the current 
DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH AND POLITICAL POWER  )N CONTRAST 00')3S 
may be sanctioned by government agencies, especially in Western 
democratic countries, as more effective means to engage in public 
PARTICIPATION AND COMMUNITY CONSULTATION IN LANDUSE PLANNING 
AND DECISION MAKING   
 A concept related to PPGIS and PGIS, volunteered geo
graphic information (VGI), is the harnessing of tools to create, 
assemble, and disseminate geographic data provided voluntarily 
BY INDIVIDUALS 'OODCHILD 	 4HE REVIEW OF 00')3 STUDIES IN 
this paper are distinguished from volunteered geographic informa
TION IN THAT THE SPATIAL DATACOLLECTION PROCESS IS PURPOSIVE AND 
AGENCYDRIVEN RATHER THAN CITIZENINITIATED AND VOLUNTARY  &UR
thermore, the PPGIS methods described here contain probability 
SAMPLING OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC IN COMBINATION WITH PURPOSIVE 
and convenience sampling of stakeholders and interested observ
ERS !LTHOUGH PARTICIPATORY ')3 ACTIVITY MAY INVOLVE COMMUNITY 
mapping and database development outside of formal government 
processes, the focus of this paper is on the genre of PPGIS research 
that seeks to expand and enhance public participation and com
munity consultation in governmental processes for regional and 
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING APPLICATIONS
Regional and environmental planning processes in developed 
countries have historically been dominated by stakeholder and 
INTEREST GROUPS THAT ARE VESTED IN PLANNING OUTCOMES  4HESE PLAN
NING PROCESSES CAN BE HIGHLY TECHNICAL IN NATURE EG PUBLIC LANDS 
PLANNING TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING	 
and may rely on technical assessments of land capacity and fore
CASTS OF PROBABILISTIC EVENTS  ! PERSISTENT AND IMPORTANT QUESTION 
FOR 00')3 IS WHAT CAN INDIVIDUALS POSSESSING LAY KNOWLEDGE AND 
understanding of place substantively contribute to the planning 
PROCESS  /NE POSSIBLE ANSWER IS THAT 00')3S CAN PROVIDE UNDER
Public Participation GIS (PPGIS) for Regional and 
Environmental Planning:   
Reflections on a Decade of Empirical Research
Greg Brown
Abstract: The term public participation geographic information system (PPGIS) was conceived to describe how GIS technology 
could support public participation with the goal of including local or marginalized populations in planning and decision pro-
cesses.  Based on experience with more than 15 PPGIS studies, the central thesis of this paper is that PPGIS has not substantively 
increased the level of public impact in decision making because of multiple social and institutional constraints.  Following a 
review of a decade of empirical PPGIS research, this paper explores why government and nongovernment organization (NGO) 
adoption of PPGIS for environmental planning decision support has lagged.  Despite methodological advances in PPGIS, agency 
barriers to effective public participation have not been fundamentally altered by PPGIS.  For PPGIS to have a sustained impact 
on regional and environmental planning, agencies must meaningfully encourage and involve the public in planning processes 
irrespective of the GIS component.
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STANDING OF PLACE FROM THE LIVED EXPERIENCEA TYPE OF KNOWLEDGE 
THAT IS EARNED RATHER THAN LEARNED  ,OCAL KNOWLEDGE CAN PROVIDE A 
check and balance on expert and self interest–driven assumptions 
ABOUT PLANNING OUTCOMES 
4HE INTEGRATION OF LAY KNOWLEDGE FROM 00')3 IN PLANNING 
outcomes is a normative aspiration for deeper public participa
TION  AND  IMPACT  IN  THE  PLANNING PROCESS    )N  TERMS  OF  PUBLIC 
PARTICIPATION IMPACT IDENTIlED BY THE )NTERNATIONAL !SSOCIATION OF 
0UBLIC 0ARTICIPATION HTTPWWWIAPORG	 COLLABORATION OR EVEN 
EMPOWERMENT RATHER THAN INVOLVEMENT OR CONSULTATION WOULD 
BE THE PREFERRED PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IMPACT  !N OFTEN UNSTATED 
ASSUMPTION IS THAT THE USE OF 00')3 WILL RESULT IN MORE SOCIALLY 
EQUITABLE PLANNING DECISIONS  )N DEVELOPED COUNTRIES THE SOCIAL 
REFORM TENETS OF 00')3 ARE MUTED BUT NOT ABSENT  4HE TENOR OF 
PPGIS in developed counties, as compared to PGIS is developing 
COUNTRIES IS MORE ALIGNED WITH REFORM AND INNOVATION OF PUBLIC 
participation processes rather than revolution in governance and 
LANDTENURE STRUCTURE
&OLLOWING A REVIEW OF 00')3 APPLICATIONS THIS PAPER ARGUES 
that despite methodological advances, PPGIS has yet to have 
A  SIGNIlCANT  IMPACT  ON  REGIONAL  AND  ENVIRONMENTAL  PLANNING 
OUTCOMES  &OR 00')3 TO HAVE GREATER IMPACT AGENCIES MUST BE 
more committed to involving the public in planning processes 
IRRESPECTIVE OF ')3
PPGIS APPLICATIONS OVER THE 
PAST DECADE
4HE REmECTIONS IN THIS PAPER DERIVE FROM  00')3 STUDIES COM
PLETED IN THE 5NITED 3TATES !USTRALIA AND .EW :EALAND BETWEEN 
 AND  SEE 4ABLE 	  00')3 STUDIES WERE IMPLEMENTED 
for various regional and environmental planning applications, 
including national forest and national park planning, regional 
conservation planning, marine and coastal area conservation, 
URBAN  PARK  AND  OPENSPACE  PLANNING  TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 
AND SCENIC BYWAY PLANNING  !LL THE 00')3 STUDIES CONTAINED A 
random sample of the general public to identify the perceived 
location of spatial attributes such as landscape values, activities 
AND  EXPERIENCES  DEVELOPMENT  PREFERENCES  AND  SPECIAL  PLACES 
4HE TYPE AND NUMBER OF SPATIAL ATTRIBUTES COLLECTED WERE TAILORED 
to the planning purpose and geographic context of each PPGIS 
STUDY  &OR EXAMPLE PLANNING FOR MULTIPLEUSE LANDS SUCH AS NA
tional forests differs from planning for national parks or urban 
PARKS BECAUSE OF DIFFERENT LEGISLATIVE MANDATES  4ABLE  PROVIDES 
A COMPOSITE OF SPATIAL ATTRIBUTE DElNITIONS FOR LANDSCAPE VALUES 
EXPERIENCES  AND  DEVELOPMENT  PREFERENCES  THAT WERE  USED  IN 
MULTIPLE 00')3 STUDIES
Spatial Attributes
4HE LIST OF SPATIAL ATTRIBUTES PARTICIPANTS WERE ASKED TO IDENTIFY 
in these and related PPGIS studies include landscape values and 
SPECIAL PLACES "ROWN AND 2EED  "ROWN ET AL  "ROWN 
 "ROWN  AND !LESSA   "ROWN  AND 2AYMOND   
"EVERLY ET AL  !LESSA ET AL  "ROWN AND 2EED  
#LEMENT AND #HENG  :HU ET AL  .IELSEN0INCUS  
3HERROUSE ET AL  "ROWN AND 7EBER B	 development 
preferences "ROWN  .IELSEN ET AL  "ROWN AND 7EBER 
C	 national park experiences and perceived environmental 
impacts "ROWN AND 7EBER  "ROWN ET  AL 	  climate 
change risks 2AYMOND AND "ROWN 	 transportation corridor 
qualities "ROWN 	 urban park and open space values "ROWN 
 4YRVØINNEN ET AL 	 knowledge of landscape conditions 
0OCEWICZ ET AL 	 recreation resources -C)NTYRE ET AL 	 
and ecosystem services "ROWN -ONTAG  AND ,YONET  AL   
3HERROUSE ET AL 	
)N THE EARLIEST 00')3 APPLICATION FOR PUBLIC LANDS "ROWN 
AND 2EED 	 ASKED RANDOMLY SELECTED HOUSEHOLDS IN !LASKA TO 
identify the spatial location of landscape values such as aesthetic, 
recreation, economic, and ecological values, in addition to more 
indirect and symbolic landscape values such as spiritual and intrin
SIC VALUES AS PART OF THE #HUGACH .ATIONAL &OREST !LASKA 53!	 
PLANNING PROCESS  4HE GUIDING PRINCIPLE BEHIND LANDSCAPEVALUE 
mapping for public lands is that these lands should be managed 
FOR VALUES THAT ARE CONSISTENT WITH VALUES THE PUBLIC HAS FOR THESE 
LANDS  !LTHOUGH THE QUANTITY AND MIX OF LANDSCAPE VALUES VARIES 
across landscapes, cultures, and countries, there is a core set of 
LANDSCAPE VALUES THAT APPLY TO MOST PUBLIC LANDS  7HAT DIFFERS 
IS THE RELATIVE WEIGHTING AND IMPORTANCE OF VALUES THAT THE PUBLIC 
HOLDS FOR THESE LANDS  4O ILLUSTRATE &IGURE  SHOWS THE COLLECTIVE 
distribution of landscape values, depicted as areas of high density 
IN 0RINCE 7ILLIAM 3OUND  !LASKA	  FROM  TWO DIFFERENT 00')3 
STUDIES COMPLETED IN  AND   4HE IMAGE DISPLAYS THE 
importance of the sampling approach in PPGIS as the spatial 
RESULTS  VARY  SIGNIlCANTLY  BY  COMMUNITY   5NTIL  THE  ADVENT  OF 
00')3 THERE WERE FEW METHODS FOR AGENCIES TO SPATIALLY IDENTIFY 
community values to assess the consistency of plan alternatives 
WITH REGIONAL AND COMMUNITY VALUES
Figure 1. Spatial distribution of landscape values (“hotspots”) by 
SAMPLED COMMUNITY IN THE #HUGACH .ATIONAL &OREST0RINCE 7ILLIAM 
Sound region in Alaska: (a) Cordova, (b) Valdez, (c) Whittier, (d) 
!NCHORAGE E	 ALL VALUES IN ALL COMMUNITIES AND F 	 SPECIAL PLACES  
h(OTSPOTSv ARE HIGHER DENSITIES OR CONCENTRATIONS OF POINT DATA WITHIN 
THE 00')3 STUDY REGION
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Table 1.  ,IST OF 00')3 STUDIES n
Year )MPLEMENTATION -ODE Location Planning Purpose Published References
 Internet (Google 
-APS	
/TAGO 2EGION .EW 
Zealand)
Regional conservation "ROWN ' )N PROCESS 7EBSITE HTTP
WWWLANDSCAPEMAPORGOTAGO 
 Internet (Google 
-APS	
3OUTHLAND 2EGION .EW 
Zealand)
Regional conservation "ROWN ' AND $ 7EBER )N REVIEW 
7EBSITE HTTPWWWLANDSCAPEMAP
ORGNZDOC  
 )NTERNET 'OOGLE -APS 
and Google Earth)
South West Victoria 
(Australia)
Regional conservation 
and national park 
management
"ROWN ' $ 7EBER $ :ANON AND 
+ DE "IE )N PROCESS 7EBSITE HTTP
WWWLANDSCAPEMAPORGSWPARKS 
 Internet (Google 
-APS	
+ANGAROO )SLAND 3OUTH 
Australia)
Tourism and 
conservation
"ROWN ' AND $ 7EBER  )N PROCESS  
7EBSITE HTTPWWWLANDSCAPEMAP
ORGKANGAROO 
 Internet (Google 
-APS	
Grand County 
#OLORADO 53	
Ecosystem service 
mapping
"ROWN ' * -ONTAG AND + 
,YON   7EBSITE HTTPWWW
LANDSCAPEMAPORGECOSERVICES 
 )NTERNET &LASH	 Alpine Region 
(Victoria, Australia) 
.ATIONAL PARK PLANNING  "ROWN ' AND $ 7EBER  
 )NTERNET &LASH	 -T (OOD .ATIONAL 
&OREST /REGON      
53	  
.ATIONAL FOREST PLANNING "ROWN ' AND 0 2EED   
7EBSITE HTTPWWWLANDSCAPEMAP
ORGMTHOOD 
 )NTERNET &LASH	 $ESCHUTES/CHOCO 
.ATIONAL &OREST 
/REGON 53	
.ATIONAL FOREST PLANNING "ROWN ' AND 0 2EED   
7EBSITE HTTPWWWLANDSCAPEMAP
ORGDESCHUTES
 )NTERNET &LASH	 #OCONINO .ATIONAL 
&OREST !RIZONA 53	
.ATIONAL FOREST PLANNING "ROWN ' AND 0 2EED   
7EBSITE HTTPWWWLANDSCAPEMAP
ORGCOCONINO 
 Paper -URRAY 2IVER 6ICTORIA 
(Australia) 
River conservation 0FUELLER 3 8 :HU 0 7HITELAW AND 
# 7INTER 
 Paper /TWAYS 2EGION 
Victoria (Australia)
Tourism and 
conservation 
"ROWN ' AND # 2AYMOND 
"ROWN ' AND # 2AYMOND  
2AYMOND # AND ' "ROWN 
2AYMOND # AND ' "ROWN 
 Paper +ANGAROO )SLAND 
(Australia) 
Tourism and 
development planning
"ROWN ' 
 Paper Anchorage Parks and 
/PEN 3PACE !LASKA	 
Urban park and open 
space planning
"ROWN '  
 Paper +ENAI 0ENINSULA 
(Alaska)
Coastal area 
management
!LESSA . ! +LISKEY AND ' "ROWN 

 Paper !LASKA (IGHWAYS 
(Alaska)
3CENIC BYWAY 
nomination
"ROWN ' 
 Paper Prince William Sound 
(Alaska)
-ARINE CONSERVATION "ROWN ' # 3MITH , !LESSA AND ! 
+LISKEY 
 Paper #HUGACH .ATIONAL 
&OREST !LASKA	
.ATIONAL FOREST PLANNING "ROWN ' AND 0 2EED 
2EED 0 AND ' "ROWN 
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Table 2.  ! COMPOSITE OF SELECTED SPATIAL ATTRIBUTE DElNITIONS USED IN DIFFERENT 00')3 STUDIES  4HE NUMBER AND TYPE OF SPATIAL ATTRIBUTES VARIED 
DEPENDING ON THE PURPOSE AND LOCATION OF THE 00')3 PROCESS  /THER 00')3 SPATIAL ATTRIBUTES NOT SHOWN HERE INCLUDE ACTIVITIES HIGHWAY 
QUALITIES URBAN PARK VALUES AND ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
Landscape values Development Preferences Experiences
!ESTHETICSCENICTHESE AREAS ARE VALUABLE BECAUSE THEY CONTAIN ATTRACTIVE 
SCENERY INCLUDING SIGHTS SMELLS AND SOUNDS
Tourism accommodation —this 
area is acceptable for building 
tourism accommodation such as 
HOTELS MOTELS OR LODGES
!ESTHETICSCENIC) EXPERIENCED 
PLEASING SIGHTS SOUNDS ANDOR 
SMELLS
%CONOMICTHESE AREAS ARE VALUABLE BECAUSE THEY PROVIDE TIMBER lSHERIES 
MINERALS OR TOURISM OPPORTUNITIES SUCH AS OUTlTTING AND GUIDING
Tourism services—this area is 
acceptable for building tourism 
services such as restaurants, gas 
STATIONS OR RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS
#ROWDINGCONGESTION) EXPERI
ENCED CROWDING WITH OTHER VISI
TORS EG THE CAR PARK WAS FULL ) 
DIDNT lND THE RIGHT SPOT	
Recreation—these areas are valuable because they provide a place for my 
FAVORITE OUTDOOR RECREATION ACTIVITIES
Urban development—this area 
IS ACCEPTABLE FOR NEW URBAN DE
velopment (residential and com
MERCIAL	
3OLITUDEESCAPE) EXPERIENCED 
solitude, tranquility, and escape 
FROM SOCIAL PRESSURES
Life sustaining—these areas are valuable because they help produce, pre
SERVE CLEAN AND RENEW AIR SOIL AND WATER
Rural residential development—
this area is acceptable for rural 
RESIDENCES WITH ACREAGE
Social interaction—I experi
enced positive social interaction 
WITH FAMILY FRIENDS OR OTHER 
VISITORS
,EARNINGSCIENTIlCTHESE AREAS ARE VALUABLE BECAUSE THEY PROVIDE PLACES 
WHERE WE CAN LEARN ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT THROUGH OBSERVATION OR STUDY
Industrial development—this 
area is acceptable for industrial 
development, including manu
facturing, processing, or mining 
EG GRAVEL	
4RAILBASED ACTIVITY) EXPE
RIENCED TRAILBASED PHYSICAL 
ANDOR ADVENTURE ACTIVITY EG 
BUSHWALKING MOUNTAIN BIKING 
CYCLING JOGGINGRUNNING CROSS
COUNTRY SKIING	
"IOLOGICALTHESE AREAS ARE VALUABLE BECAUSE THEY PROVIDE A VARIETY OF lSH 
WILDLIFE PLANTS OR OTHER LIVING ORGANISMS
7INDENERGY DEVELOPMENTTHIS 
area is acceptable for installing 
COMMERCIAL WIND TURBINES
/THER PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
adventure—I experienced other 
PHYSICAL ANDOR ADVENTURE ACTIV
ITY EG CANOEING CAVING SWIM
MING EXERCISINGlTNESS lSHING	
Spiritual—these areas are valuable because they are sacred, religious, or 
spiritually special places or because I feel reverence and respect for nature 
HERE
.ATURAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
this area is acceptable for natural 
resource development such as 
gravel extraction, grazing, or 
FORESTRY
/VERNIGHT STAYCAMPING) 
experienced an overnight stay or 
CAMPING
)NTRINSICTHESE AREAS ARE VALUABLE IN THEIR OWN RIGHT NO MATTER WHAT ) OR 
OTHERS THINK ABOUT THEM
Energy development—this area 
is acceptable for energy develop
ment such as hydroelectric dams 
OR WIND TURBINES
,EARNINGDISCOVERY) EXPERI
enced learning about nature, 
CULTURE OR HERITAGE
(ISTORICTHESE AREAS ARE VALUABLE BECAUSE THEY REPRESENT NATURAL AND HU
MAN HISTORY THAT MATTERS TO ME OTHERS OR THE NATION
Tourism development—this 
area is acceptable for building 
tourism accommodation and 
SERVICES
0OSITIVE WILDLIFEVEGETATION EXPE
rience—I had a positive experi
ENCE WITH WILDLIFE OR VEGETATION
&UTURETHESE AREAS ARE VALUABLE BECAUSE THEY ALLOW FUTURE GENERATIONS TO 
KNOW AND EXPERIENCE THE AREA AS IT IS NOW
/THER DEVELOPMENTTHIS AREA IS 
SUITABLE FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
Please click on the marker and 
WRITE THE TYPE OF DEVELOPMENT
.OISE) EXPERIENCED EXCESSIVE 
NOISE EG OTHER PEOPLE AIRCRAFT 
BOATS	 HERE
Subsistence—these areas are valuable because they provide necessary food 
AND SUPPLIES TO SUSTAIN MY LIFE
.O DEVELOPMENTTHIS AREA IS 
perfect as is and should not have 
ANY NEW DEVELOPMENT OF ANY 
KIND
Therapeutic—these places are valuable because they make me feel better, 
PHYSICALLY ANDOR MENTALLY
#ULTURALTHESE PLACES ARE VALUABLE BECAUSE THEY ALLOW ME OR OTHERS TO 
CONTINUE AND PASS DOWN THE WISDOM AND KNOWLEDGE TRADITIONS AND WAY 
OF LIFE OF ANCESTORS
7ILDERNESSTHESE PLACES ARE VALUABLE BECAUSE THEY ARE WILD UNINHABITED 
OR RELATIVELY UNTOUCHED BY HUMAN ACTIVITY
-ARINETHESE AREAS ARE VALUABLE BECAUSE THEY SUPPORT MARINE LIFE
Social—these areas are valuable because they provide opportunities for 
SOCIAL INTERACTION
3PECIAL PLACESTHESE PLACES ARE SPECIAL OR VALUABLE BECAUSEINDICATE YOUR REASON
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Development preferences appear relatively easy for PPGIS 
participants to identify and, arguably, have the closest nexus 
TO POTENTIAL  LANDUSE DECISIONS   $EVELOPMENT PREFERENCES CAN 
ASSESS  THE  GENERAL  CONSISTENCY OF  ZONING  CLASSIlCATIONS  "ROWN 
	  OR MORE  SPECIlC  DEVELOPMENT  PROPOSALS  SUCH  AS WIND 
ENERGY  0OCEWICZ  ET  AL  	   !ND  YET  THE  IDENTIlCATION OF 
development preferences sponsored by local governments using 
PPGIS has been limited because public development preferences 
have strong implications for local land use including zoning and 
LANDUSE CONTROLS  &IGURE  SHOWS LONGITUDINAL TOURISM DEVELOP
MENT PREFERENCES OF +ANGAROO )SLAND 3OUTH !USTRALIA	 RESIDENTS 
GENERATED FROM TWO 00')3 STUDIES COMPLETED IN  AND  
+ANGAROO )SLAND IS AN INTERNATIONAL TOURISM DESTINATION SUBJECT 
TO TOURISM DEVELOPMENT PRESSURE IN ECOLOGICALLY SENSITIVE AREAS 
The image displays general consistency in resident preferences 
FOR THE LOCATION OF TOURISM DEVELOPMENT OVER TIME WITH RESIDENTS 
preferring protection of the coastal areas and supporting tourism 
DEVELOPMENT IN EXISTING TOWNSHIPS  )N THE  00')3 STUDY 
THE 3OUTH !USTRALIAN 4OURISM #OMMISSION A QUASIGOVERNMENTAL 
TOURISM PROMOTION AGENCY INITIALLY AGREED TO PARTNER WITH THE 
5NIVERSITY OF 3OUTH !USTRALIA TO PROVIDE lNANCIAL SUPPORT FOR THE 
BASELINE 00')3 STUDY OF +) RESIDENT VALUES  7HEN THE AGENCY 
LEARNED THAT THE 00')3 PROCESS ALSO WOULD ASK RESIDENTS where 
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT WAS APPROPRIATE ON THE ISLAND THE AGENCY 
WITHDREW SUPPORT  00')3 PREFERENCE DATA APPEARS THREATENING 
because of the potential to legitimize public opposition to develop
MENT APPLICATIONS IN A REVIEW PROCESS THAT HAS HISTORICALLY FAVORED 
EXPERT AND INSIDER ACCESS
Participant mapping of spatial attributes in PPGIS can be 
PLOTTED ON TWO DIMENSIONS THAT DISPLAY THE DEGREE OF COGNITIVE 
CHALLENGE OR DIFlCULTY FOR THE PARTICIPANT AND THE LEVEL OF EXPERTISE 
OR SCIENTIlC KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED TO SPATIALLY LOCATE THE ATTRIBUTE 
SEE &IGURE 	  4HE RELATIVE POSITIONING OF THE 00')3 ATTRIBUTES 
IN THE lGURE IS BASED ON THIS AUTHORS EXPERIENCE IN IMPLEMENTING 
DIFFERENT 00')3S OVER THE PAST DECADE  !S ILLUSTRATED IN THE lGURE 
the mapping of ecosystem services in PPGIS represents the highest 
EXPERT KNOWLEDGE THRESHOLD AND THE GREATEST COGNITIVE CHALLENGE 
THUS  FAR  ATTEMPTED  IN 00')3   4HIS  IS  ESPECIALLY  TRUE  FOR  THE 
SPATIAL IDENTIlCATION OF hREGULATINGv AND hSUPPORTINGv ECOLOGICAL 
SERVICES THAT REQUIRE A MINIMUM BASELEVEL KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE 
FUNCTIONING OF NATURAL SYSTEMS IN ADDITION TO FAMILIARITY WITH THE 
REGIONAL LANDSCAPE "ROWN -ONTAG AND ,YON 	  )N CONTRAST 
PARTICIPANT  IDENTIlCATION OF PLACEBASED ACTIVITIES EXPERIENCES 
AND DEVELOPMENT PREFERENCES REPRESENT LOW COGNITIVE CHALLENGE 
AND DO NOT  REQUIRE  A  HIGH  LEVEL  OF  TECHNICAL  EXPERTISE   4HESE 
ATTRIBUTES ARE IDENTIlED BASED ON A PARTICIPANTS LIFE EXPERIENCE 
LIVING IN OR VISITING THE STUDY REGION  4HE MAPPING OF LANDSCAPE 
values and perceived environmental impacts occupy the midrange 
OF COGNITIVE CHALLENGE AND TECHNICAL EXPERTISE  4HE IDENTIlCATION 
of landscape values requires that the participant relate personal 
PREFERENCES TO LANDSCAPE FEATURES WHILE THE IDENTIlCATION OF PER
ceived environmental impacts requires some understanding of 
CHANGES TO NATURAL SYSTEMS 4HE LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION IN 00')3 
IE RESPONSE RATE	 CAN BE INmUENCED BY THE COGNITIVE CHALLENGE 
and perceived level of expertise required, but most PPGIS studies 
include a mix of more and less challenging spatial attributes to 
MAP  4HE INmUENCE OF COGNITIVELY CHALLENGING 00')3 ATTRIBUTES 
ON RESPONSE RATES IS MOST OBSERVABLE ON A PERITEM BASIS AND NOT 
GENERALLY REmECTED IN OVERALL PARTICIPATION RATES THAT ARE SUBJECT TO 
other larger, contextual variables that contribute to nonparticipa
TION SUCH AS AVAILABLE TIME )NTERNET ACCESS FAMILIARITY WITH THE 
STUDY REGION AND LEVEL OF PERSONAL INTEREST IN THE STUDY CONTENT
Mapping Methods 
PPGIS data collection from the general public has been imple
MENTED USING MULTIPLE  SPATIAL METHODS  AND  TECHNOLOGIES  &OR 
EXAMPLE SIMPLE TECHNOLOGY SUCH AS PAPER MAPS AND MARKERS EG 
PENCIL PEN STICKERS	 WERE USED IN EARLY 00')3 STUDIES WHILE DIGITAL 
MAPPING WITH MARKERS USING )NTERNET 00')3 APPLICATIONS WERE 
IMPLEMENTED IN MORE RECENT STUDIES  #OMMON TO ALL TYPES OF 
PPGIS data capture is the need to symbolically represent the spa
TIAL ATTRIBUTES OF INTEREST ON A MAP &IGURE  SHOWS FOUR DIFFERENT 
Figure 2. 0REFERRED TOURISM DEVELOPMENT LOCATIONS ON +ANGAROO 
)SLAND 3OUTH !USTRALIA	 MEASURED USING 00')3 A	 IN  B	 IN 
 AND C	 COMBINED WITH BLUE AREAS INDICATING NEW LOCATIONS IN 
 .O DEVELOPMENT PREFERENCES D	 IN  E	 IN  AND F 	 
COMBINED WITH BLUE AREAS SHOWING CHANGES  ,OCATIONS OF DEVELOPMENT 
PREFERENCE CONmICT WHERE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT HOTSPOTS ARE SPATIALLY 
COINCIDENT WITH NO DEVELOPMENT HOTSPOTS G	 IN  H	 IN  
! COMPOSITE  MAP I	 SHOWING DEVELOPMENT PREFERENCES RANGING 
FROM POSITIVE GREEN TO DARK GREEN	 TO NEGATIVE ORANGE TO RED	
Figure 3.  ! CONCEPTUAL MAP OF THE COGNITIVE AND KNOWLEDGE 
requirements for identifying different PPGIS attributes  
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METHODS FOR COLLECTING SPATIAL DATA USING 00')3  /NE CONCLUSION 
ABOUT 00')3 DATACOLLECTION METHODS IS THAT THE IDENTIlCATION 
OF SPATIAL ATTRIBUTES BY PUBLIC PARTICIPANTS WITH POINT RATHER THAN 
polygon features appears simpler and more effective but requires 
SIGNIlCANTLY GREATER SAMPLING EFFORT "ROWN AND 0ULLAR 	  ! 
second conclusion is that simple PPGIS methods such as paper 
maps and markers may result in higher response rates, reduced 
PARTICIPANT  BIAS  AND  GREATER MAPPING PARTICIPATION  0OCEWICZ 
ET AL 	
Decision Support 
In regional and environmental planning, the concept of place 
ASSUMES CENTRAL IMPORTANCE  (UMANS DEPEND ON IDENTIFY WITH 
AND BECOME ATTACHED TO PLACES   0UBLIC PARTICIPATION PROCESSES 
HAVE  ALWAYS  ELICITED  VALUES  ABOUT  PLACE  BUT  THESE  VALUES  HAVE 
historically been measured indirectly and often in response to 
A PROPOSED THREAT  )N ADDITION TO MEASURING PLACE ATTACHMENT 
"ROWN AND 2AYMOND 	 THE GENERAL SOCIAL AND PERCEPTUAL AT
TRIBUTES OF LANDSCAPE IDENTIlED WITH 00')3 CAN BE QUANTIlED INTO 
SOCIAL LANDSCAPE METRICS "ROWN AND 2EED 	 THAT ASSIST WITH 
DECISION SUPPORT THROUGH INTEGRATION WITH OTHER BIOPHYSICAL OR 
ADMINISTRATIVE ')3 DATA LAYERS  3OCIAL LANDSCAPE METRICS MEASURE 
THE COMPOSITION AND CONlGURATION OF HUMAN PERCEPTIONS OF LAND
SCAPES AND CONSIST OF TWO MAJOR TYPESinductive and boundary 
METRICS  )NDUCTIVE LANDSCAPE METRICS ARE THE SAME AS TRADITIONAL 
landscape ecology metrics in their calculation and terminology 
WITH THE KEY DIFFERENCE BEING THAT LANDSCAPE hPATCHESv CONSIST OF 
higher intensities of human perceptions and values rather than 
THE PRESENCE OF SOME BIOLOGICAL OR PHYSICAL  LANDSCAPE FEATURES 
)NDUCTIVE PATCHES EMERGE FROM THE 00')3 DATACOLLECTION AND 
analysis process and may be described by their size, shape, and 
PROXIMITY TO OTHER PATCHES  "OUNDARY METRICS ARE CALCULATED BASED 
ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF MAPPED 00')3 ATTRIBUTES THAT FALL WITHIN 
PREDElNED MANAGEMENT AREAS OF INTEREST OR SPATIAL AREAS THAT HAVE 
BOUNDARIES SUCH AS WATERSHEDS POLITICAL BOUNDARIES ADMINISTRA
TIVE AREAS OR RECREATION SITES  "OUNDARY METRICS INCLUDE 00')3 
ATTRIBUTE FREQUENCY DOMINANCE DENSITY AND DIVERSITY AS WELL AS 
INDICES THAT MEASURE CONmICT POTENTIAL  3OCIAL LANDSCAPE METRICS 
may be useful in the planning and management of public lands 
SUCH AS NATIONAL FORESTS PARKS AND RESOURCEMANAGEMENT AREAS 
because statutory requirements often dictate that these lands be 
MANAGED FOR A RANGE OF PUBLIC VALUES AND USES  3OCIAL LANDSCAPE 
metrics identify and quantify the location of these values for 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT
PPGIS can be used to visually display the compatibility of 
PROPOSED PLANNING  ALTERNATIVES WITH  THE  COLLECTIVE  VALUES  HELD 
BY DIFFERENT INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS IN SOCIETY  2EED AND "ROWN 
	 DEVELOPED A QUANTITATIVE MODELING APPROACH FOR 00')3 
MAPPEDLANDSCAPE  VALUES  TO  DETERMINE WHETHER  FOREST  PLAN 
ACTIVITIES  AND  ALTERNATIVES WERE  GENERALLY  CONSISTENT  AND MORE 
IMPORTANT PLACE CONSISTENT WITH PUBLICLY HELD FOREST VALUES 4HIS 
DECISION SUPPORT METHOD WAS CALLED hVALUESSUITABILITY ANALYSISv 
BECAUSE OF ITS CONCEPTUAL SIMILARITY TO TRADITIONAL PHYSICAL LAND
SUITABILITY ANALYSIS  )N A SPECIlC EXAMPLE OF DECISION SUPPORT THE 
PLACESPECIlC COMPATIBILITY OF ALLTERRAIN VEHICLE USE ON A NATIONAL 
FOREST IN THE 5NITED 3TATES WAS ASSESSED BASED ON 00')3 LANDSCAPE 
values collected from a regional sample of random households 
"ROWN AND 2EED 	
&OR NATIONAL  PARK MANAGEMENT 00')3 HAS  BEEN USED  TO 
generate indicators of social and ecological conditions such as 
CROWDING OR TRAIL CONDITIONS THAT PROVIDE THRESHOLDS FOR MANAGE
MENT ACTION "ROWN AND 7EBER 	  00')3 ALSO CAN BE USED 
to assess the consistency of visitor experiences and perceived 
ENVIRONMENTAL  IMPACTS WITHIN PARK MANAGEMENT  ZONES  AT  THE 
REGIONAL NATIONAL PARK UNIT OR SUBUNIT LEVEL
The decision support potential of PPGIS for regional and 
environmental planning has been described in academic litera
ture, and PPGIS has been presented to national forest and park 
planning personnel in particular, but there is little evidence of 
FORMAL AGENCY ADOPTION BEYOND INITIAL 00')3 TRIALS   &OR 00')3 
TO PLAY A SIGNIlCANT ROLE IN AGENCY DECISION SUPPORT IT WILL NEED 
TO BECOME STANDARDIZED INTO AGENCY PLANNING PROCEDURES
THE NAGGING QUESTIONS
Who Is the “Public” in PPGIS? 
3CHLOSSBERG AND 3HUFORD 	 ARGUE THAT THE MEANING OF pub-
lic and participation are essential to understanding the public 
PARTICIPATION COMPONENT OF 00')3  )N THEIR TYPOLOGY THE TERM 
public may include decision makers, implementers, affected in
DIVIDUALS INTERESTED OBSERVERS OR THE RANDOM PUBLIC  4HE LATTER 
CLASSIlCATIONRANDOM PUBLICAPPEARS MOST CONSISTENT WITH THE 
MORE COMMON DICTIONARY DElNITIONS OF PUBLIC THAT INCLUDE hALL 
THE PEOPLEv OR hPEOPLE IN GENERALv -ERRIAM7EBSTER	  !ND YET 
PPGIS processes that systematically sample the general public 
ARE NOT COMMON  7HICH hPUBLICv IS REPRESENTED IN THE 00')3 
PROCESS  )S 00')3 JUST ')3 WITH CONVENIENCE SAMPLING  !RGUABLY 
it is the public sampling and participation, not the GIS, that is 
THE HEART OF 00')3 INNOVATION 
4HE  LOGIC  OF  COLLECTION  ACTION  /LSEN 	  ENSURES  THAT 
VESTED INTERESTS IN A PLANNING PROCESS IE THE hAFFECTED INDIVIDU
Figure 4. &OUR METHODS FOR COLLECTING SPATIAL INFORMATION THROUGH 
PPGIS: (a) paper map and markers, (b) paper map and sticker dots, (c) 
&LASHBASED )NTERNET APPLICATION AND D	 'OOGLE -APS%ARTH )NTERNET 
application
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ALSv AND hINTERESTED OBSERVERSv	 WILL PARTICIPATE TO ADVOCATE THEIR 
PREFERENCES IN PLANNING OUTCOMES  4HESE INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS 
seldom need incentives to participate, although there may be dif
FERENCES IN OPINION ABOUT THE MODE OF PARTICIPATION  7HAT OFTEN 
ARE UNKNOWN ARE THE VALUES AND PREFERENCES HELD BY THE hSILENT 
MAJORITYv OR THE hGENERAL PUBLICv WHO DO NOT DIRECTLY ENGAGE WITH 
A PLANNING PROCESS  /UTSIDE THE 00')3 STUDIES CITED IN THIS PAPER 
RELATIVELY LITTLE IS KNOWN ABOUT THIS hPUBLICv COMPONENT IN 00')3 
Do the individuals and groups that traditionally participate in 
a planning process represent a broad range of social values and 
INTERESTS OR MORE NARROW SELFINTEREST
4HE SAMPLING APPROACH THAT DElNES THE MEANING OF hPUBLICv 
in PPGIS is the key determinant of the ability to claim social 
RATIONALITY IN PLANNING OUTCOMES  4HE 00')3 STUDIES DESCRIBED 
here contained a random, general public sample designed to 
ELICIT PERSPECTIVES FROM ALL SOCIOECONOMIC GROUPS IN SOCIETY  "UT 
empirically, PPGIS responses from random samples of the general 
PUBLIC CONTAIN BIAS TOWARD GREATER MALE PARTICIPATION HIGHER AVER
age age, higher levels of formal education, and underrepresenta
TION OF RACIALETHNIC GROUPS  4HESE 00')3 RESULTS ARE CONSISTENT 
WITH SURVEY RESEARCH OUTCOMES THAT LACK SPECIAL EFFORT TO RECRUIT 
PARTICIPATION  FROM  LOWER  SOCIOECONOMIC  GROUPS  AND MINORITY 
SUBPOPULATIONS  3AMPLING MATTERS BECAUSE THE SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC 
characteristics of respondents can influence the range of PPGIS 
ATTRIBUTES THAT ARE IDENTIlED AND MAPPED "ROWN AND 2EED 	
00')3  PARTICIPANTS  TEND  TO  BE  INDIVIDUALS WITH  GREATER 
FAMILIARITY AND EXPERIENCE WITH THE PLANNING AREA  4HIS MAY BE 
VIEWED AS A POSITIVE BIAS BECAUSE KNOWLEDGE OF THE AREA RESULTS 
IN A MORE ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF SOME PLACE QUALITIES  &OR EX
AMPLE SELFSELECTED 00')3 PARTICIPANTS WHO WERE MORE FAMILIAR 
WITH STUDY REGIONS IN .EW :EALAND WERE MORE ACCURATE IN THEIR 
IDENTIlCATION OF NATIVE VEGETATION THAN RANDOMLY SELECTED RE
GIONAL HOUSEHOLDS OR VISITORS TO THE REGION "ROWN 	 "UT 
familiarity bias in PPGIS can lead to the underrepresentation 
OF VALUES THAT INDIVIDUALS LESS FAMILIAR WITH PLACE ARE LIKELY TO 
POSSESS AND EXPRESS  &OR EXAMPLE IT IS THE SYMBOLIC NONUSE AND 
not directly familiar values for public land that can determine 
controversial public land outcomes such as protection of the 
!RCTIC .ATIONAL 7ILDLIFE 2EFUGE !LASKA 5NITED 3TATES	 FROM 
OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT
The biased composition of PPGIS participants is a persistent 
CRITIQUE THAT IS DIFlCULT TO REBUT  !ND YET 00')3 RESULTS ARE STILL 
likely to differ from outcomes advocated by interest groups and 
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES WORKING WITHOUT THE BENElT OF 00')3 BE
cause the data are more socially inclusive, even if proportionately 
UNREPRESENTATIVE  &OR EXAMPLE IN THE TWO +ANGAROO )SLAND +)	 
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 00')3 STUDIES IN  AND  THE RESULTS 
suggested greater public support for protection of the coastal 
ZONE FROM DEVELOPMENT THAN LANDUSE CONTROLS CONTAINED IN THE 
+) $EVELOPMENT 0LAN  THE OUTCOME OF  A MORE NARROW PUBLIC 
CONSULTATION PROCESS  "UT 00')3 RESULTS ARE RARELY UNEQUIVOCAL 
AS  TO PROPOSED  LAND USE  OR  ALLOCATION   ! 00')3 PROCESS  THAT 
INCLUDES THE MOST EXPANSIVE DElNITION OF hPUBLICv WILL GENERATE 
RESULTS THAT REmECT A BROAD RANGE OF PERSPECTIVES  4HE COMPLEXITY 
OF SOCIAL VIEWS ABOUT LAND USE IS MIRRORED IN 00')3 RESULTS  )F 
AND WHEN 00')3 METHODS BECOME MORE WIDELY ACCEPTED THE 
CHOICE OF hPUBLICv PARTICIPANTS IN 00')3 ESPECIALLY WITH REGARD 
TO DEVELOPMENT PLANNING WILL BECOME A STRONGLY CONTESTED ARENA
Whose Interests Count More in PPGIS? 
Critics of PPGIS may argue that decisions about public good 
OFTEN  ARE  NATIONAL  IN  SCOPE WHILE MOST  IMPLEMENTED 00')3 
SYSTEMS HAVE INFORMATION COLLECTED FROM A REGIONAL POPULATION 
Stakeholders in national, public lands should normatively include 
ALL  CITIZENS OF  THE COUNTRY   ,OCAL  AND  REGIONAL POPULATIONS  IT 
is argued, are more vulnerable to “capture” by local economic 
development interests or may not fully appreciate the national 
IMPORTANCE OF  LOCAL  LANDSCAPES   7HILE  THIS  ARGUMENT APPEARS 
prima facie valid, there are practical resource limits for imple
MENTING NATIONAL RANDOMSAMPLING METHODS USING 00')3 4HE 
PPGIS studies cited here used regional sampling of residents 
UNDER  THE  ASSUMPTION  THAT  THESE PEOPLE WILL BE MORE  FAMILIAR 
WITH THE LANDS IN QUESTIONS AND ARGUABLY HAVE A GREATER DIRECT 
STAKE IN THE OUTCOME OF THE PLANNING PROCESS  #ONSENT OF THE 
regional population for planning outcomes appears a necessary 
BUT INSUFlCIENT	 CONDITION IF FUTURE PLAN DIRECTION IS NOT TO BE 
UNDERMINED  !ND YET IT IS IMPORTANT TO PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
nonregional participants and individuals not randomly selected 
TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PROCESS  
!LL THE 00')3 STUDIES IN 4ABLE  ALLOWED PARTICIPATION REGARD
LESS OF GEOGRAPHIC ORIGIN AND REGARDLESS OF WHETHER AN  INDIVIDUAL 
WAS RANDOMLY SELECTED FOR PARTICIPATION  2ESPONSES FROM 00')3 
hVOLUNTEERSv ARE TRACKED AND ANALYZED SEPARATELY TO COMPARE WITH 
RANDOMLY SAMPLED INDIVIDUALS  !N IDEAL 00')3 PROCESS IS ONE WHERE 
RANDOMSAMPLING METHODS ARE USED TO GENERATE THE MOST OBJECTIVE 
SPATIAL INFORMATION POSSIBLE BUT WHERE PARTICIPATION IS ENCOURAGED 
FROM ALL SEGMENTS OF SOCIETY  %MPIRICALLY PARTICIPATION IN 00')3 
processes from outside the planning area or from individuals not 
SPECIlCALLY INVITED TO PARTICIPATE HAS BEEN MINIMAL BECAUSE OF IN 
PART A LACK OF AWARENESS  &EARS ABOUT LOCAL AND REGIONAL POPULATIONS 
NOT REmECTING NATIONAL INTERESTS IN PUBLIC LANDPLANNING OUTCOMES 
appear overstated in practice, but the important question remains: 
7HOSE INTERESTS COUNT MOST ON THE MAP AND HOW DOES ONE AGGREGATE 
spatial values and preferences equitably in PPGIS? 
Participation: What If the Public Opts Out? 
/NE OF THE STRONGEST ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF 00')3 IS THAT IT EX
PANDS THE PARTICIPATORY PROCESS TO INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS WHO 
WOULD NOT OTHERWISE PARTICIPATE IN THE PROCESS   "UT WHAT IF THESE 
individuals are provided the opportunity but fail to participate? 
)NTERNETBASED 00')3 PARTICIPATION RATES HAVE AVERAGED  PERCENT 
ACROSS lVE STUDIES "EVERLY ET AL  "ROWN AND 2EED  
"ROWN  ET  AL  	 WHILE  PAPERBASED 00')3  RESPONSE  RATES 
HAVE RANGED FROM  PERCENT TO  PERCENT WITH AN AVERAGE OF 
 PERCENT ACROSS  SURVEYS "ROWN ET AL  "ROWN  
!LESSA ET AL  :HU ET AL  #LEMENT AND #HENG  
.IELSEN0INCUS  2AYMOND AND "ROWN 	  !LL MODES OF 
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SURVEY DATA COLLECTION SHOW DECLINING RESPONSE RATES #OUPER AND 
-ILLER 	 AND )NTERNETBASED SURVEYS SHOW  PERCENT LOWER 
RESPONSE RATES ON AVERAGE	 THAN OTHER SURVEY MODES -ANFREDA 
ET AL 	
$O  LOW PARTICIPATION  RATES  LIMIT  THE USEFULNESS  OF 00')3 
METHODS 9ES AND NO  0ARTICIPATION RATES THAT FALL SIGNIlCANTLY 
BELOW THOSE REPORTED FOR GENERAL SURVEY RESULTS CLEARLY THREATEN 
THE EXTERNAL VALIDITY OF THE 00')3 RESULTS  #LAIMS OF REPRESENT
ING THE hPUBLICv ARE DUBIOUS WITH PARTICIPATION RATES LESS THAN  
PERCENT  (OWEVER A TYPICAL REGIONAL 00')3 PROCESS WILL GENER
ATE MORE THAN  RESPONSES DEPENDING ON THE SAMPLING EFFORT 
WHICH  FAR  EXCEEDS  THE NUMBER OF  INDIVIDUALS  THAT WOULD HAVE 
PARTICIPATED  IN  THE PLANNING PROCESS   3OME PARTICIPATION BIAS 
WILL  EXIST  IN  RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS BUT EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE 
suggests this bias is not because of the content of the information 
being collected but rather is broadly attributable to other social 
FACTORS THAT RESULT IN NONPARTICIPATION 
00')3 METHODS COMPETE WITH THE MANY LIFE DEMANDS PLACED 
ON CITIZENS OF THE WORLD   !ND 00')3 METHODS ARE COMING OF 
AGE AT A TIME WHEN INTEREST IN NATURE AND CONSERVATION AT LEAST 
AMONG THE YOUTH IS WANING  ,ACK OF PARTICIPATION SHOULD NOT 
necessarily be interpreted as lack of interest and apathy, but this 
MAY BE A CONTRIBUTING FACTOR  00')3 MAY BE A POSITIVE MEANS TO 
reconnect individuals to the places around them through maps 
AND VISUALIZATION BUT THE ACTUAL EDUCATIONAL BENElT OF 00')3 
PARTICIPATION IS YET TO BE SYSTEMATICALLY ASSESSED
Virtually every PPGIS study has been challenged on the 
SCOPE OF PARTICIPATION ANDOR THE PARTICIPATION RATE AND CONSE
quently, the inferences about public support that can be legiti
MATELY CLAIMED 5NTIL 00')3 PRACTITIONERS lND WAYS TO REVERSE 
declining social research participation trends, detractors of the 
METHOD WILL BE DIFlCULT TO REBUT BASED ON THE ARGUMENT OF SOCIAL 
REPRESENTATION
THE DEVIL YOU KNOW OR PPGIS? 
While the potential of PPGIS to measure and integrate public 
values in regional and environmental planning outcomes ap
PEARS PROMISING THESE ASPIRATIONS HAVE YET TO MATERIALIZE "EIERLE 
	 SUGGESTS lVE SOCIAL GOALS TO EVALUATE THE QUALITY OF PUBLIC 
PARTICIPATION IN ENVIRONMENTAL DECISION MAKING $OES THE PROCESS 
educate and inform the public? Incorporate public values into 
decision making? Improve the substantive quality of decisions? 
)NCREASE TRUST IN INSTITUTIONS  2EDUCE CONmICT  4HESE ARE WORTHY 
GOALS BUT DIFlCULT TO EMPIRICALLY ASSESS WITHOUT STUDY BEYOND THE 
00')3 PROCESS ITSELF  
4HE PRIMARY EVALUATION CRITERION GUIDING THIS PAPER IS WHETH
er public values measured using PPGIS have been incorporated 
INTO REGIONAL OR ENVIRONMENTAL DECISION MAKING 4HIS AUTHOR HAS 
yet to observe any tangible evidence that PPGIS data has been 
used in agency decision making, let alone influence and improve 
THE SUBSTANTIVE QUALITY OF DECISIONS IN PLANNING OUTCOMES  4HE 
EXAMPLE OF 00')3 FOR THE #OCONINO .ATIONAL &OREST IN !RIZONA 
PROVIDES EVIDENCE FOR THIS CONCLUSION   )N n THIS AUTHOR 
developed and implemented a PPGIS process for the Coconino 
.ATIONAL &OREST  TO  EVALUATE  THE  EFFECTIVENESS  OF  )NTERNETBASED 
00')3   4HE  RESULTING  00')3  DATASET  CONTAINED MORE  THAN 
 OBSERVATIONS OF FOREST VALUES AND SPECIAL PLACES PROVIDED BY 
!RIZONA RESIDENTS  &OLLOWING 00')3 DATA COLLECTION THE AUTHOR 
traveled to Arizona to brief the forest’s planning and management 
TEAMS ON THE 00')3 RESULTS AND TO PRESENT THE FOREST WITH THE 
ACTUAL 00')3 DATA  !FTER SEVERAL YEARS OF DELAY IN THE FOREST PLAN 
revision process, the author reminded the forest planning staff 
ABOUT THE 00')3 DATA THAT WAS COLLECTED FOR THE FOREST PLANNING 
PROCESS  4HE FOREST MANAGEMENT TEAM HAD EITHER LOST OR FORGOTTEN 
OR BOTH	 THE 00')3 DATASET  !S OF THE WRITING OF THIS MANUSCRIPT 
THE 00')3 DATA HAVE YET TO BE EVEN ACKNOWLEDGED AS PART OF THE 
PUBLIC RECORD FOR THE #OCONINO PLANNING PROCESS  
To date, PPGIS has been promoted more by academics than 
IT HAS BY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES OR .'/S  4HERE ARE A VARIETY OF 
EXPLANATIONS AND MANY ARE RELATED TO THE REASONS WHY GOVERNMENT 
agencies are reluctant to engage in broader, more inclusive public 
PARTICIPATION IN GENERAL
Lack of Specific Directives/Incentives to Engage 
the Public 
"UREAUCRATS DO NOT GET REWARDED FOR INNOVATION OR TAKING RISKS 
WITH NEW PARTICIPATORY METHODS  *UST THE OPPOSITE  4HERE ARE 
CAREER RISKS FOR ENGAGING NEW METHODS ESPECIALLY ONES THAT ARE 
UNTESTED AND FEW TANGIBLE REWARDS IF THE NEW METHODS PROVE EFFEC
TIVE  4HE USE OF 00')3 FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING REQUIRES INSIDE 
BUREAUCRATIC CHAMPIONS EARLY ADOPTERS	 WHO ARE INSTITUTIONALLY 
RARE .ONETHELESS SOME PROGRESSIVE INDIVIDUALS WERE IDENTIlED 
TO SPONSOR THE 00')3 STUDIES SHOWN IN 4ABLE  AND INCLUDE THE 
53  &OREST  3ERVICE  0ARKS 6ICTORIA  !USTRALIA	  AND  THE .EW 
:EALAND $EPARTMENT  OF #ONSERVATION   "UT  THE  IDENTIlCATION 
AND  RECRUITMENT  OF  BUREAUCRATIC  INNOVATORS  REMAIN  SIGNIlCANT 
BARRIERS TO MORE WIDESPREAD AGENCY ADOPTION
Fear of the General Public 
Does engaging the general public through PPGIS tap into the 
hWISDOM OF  THE CROWDSv OR  THE hTYRANNY OF  THE MASSESv     &OR 
some, the people, the masses, are unpredictable, unstable, and 
CAN BE MOBILIZED INTO REVOLUTIONARY ACTION  0OLITICAL LEADERS CAN 
LOSE THEIR lGURATIVE HEADS IN THE ENSUING PLANNING DEBATE  "OTH 
POLITICAL AND BUREAUCRATIC LEADERS WILL NATURALLY SEEK TO AVOID ANY 
SITUATION IN WHICH THE MASSES ARE PRESENTED WITH AN OPPORTUNITY 
TO EXPRESS DOUBT ABOUT THEIR LEADERSHIP
Lack of Experience 
.EVER ATTRIBUTE  TO MALICE WHAT CAN OTHERWISE BE ATTRIBUTED  TO 
INCOMPETENCE OR INEXPERIENCE  4HE #OCONINO .ATIONAL &ORESTS 
handling of the PPGIS data, described previously, illustrates this 
PRINCIPLE   'OVERNMENT AGENCIES  LACK EXPERIENCE  IN  INNOVATIVE 
AND NONLEGALISTIC PUBLIC PARTICIPATION TECHNIQUES  -ANY SIMPLY 
DO NOT KNOW HOW TO EFFECTIVELY ENGAGE AND MANAGE THE PUBLIC IN 
PLANNING PROCESSES  0UBLIC PARTICIPATION OFTEN IS CONTRACTED OUT 
TO CONSULTANTS WHO HAVE THE EXPERIENCE BUT THIS HAS THE EFFECT 
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OF PLACING AN INTERMEDIARY BETWEEN THE PEOPLE AND THE AGENCY 
WHICH INCREASES DISTRUST IN THE PLANNING AUTHORITY
Expert-Lay Divide 
!GENCIES HOUSE EXPERTS IN PARTICULAR DISCIPLINES ASSOCIATED WITH 
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT   -ANY OF THESE IN
DIVIDUALS BELIEVE  THAT  THEY DID NOT  SPEND  SIGNIlCANT  TIME AND 
EFFORT TO OBTAIN THEIR TECHNICAL EXPERTISE AND QUALIlCATIONS ONLY 
to abdicate responsibility to those less formally educated in the 
DISCIPLINE  !GENCIES BELIEVE THEY HAVE THE NECESSARY EXPERTISE TO 
make sound technical decisions and they do not believe public 
CONSULTATION WILL SUBSTANTIVELY IMPROVE THE KNOWLEDGE BASE FOR 
DECISIONS
Regulatory Barriers to Public Participation 
&OR AGENCIES IN THE 5NITED 3TATES LEGISLATION PROHIBITS FEDERAL GOV
ERNMENT INFORMATION COLLECTION WITHOUT REVIEW AND APPROVAL BY 
THE /FlCE OF -ANAGEMENT AND "UDGET /-"	  4HIS REGULATORY 
REQUIREMENT WHICH CAN TAKE WELL OVER A YEAR TO OBTAIN APPROVAL 
IF  AT  ALL	  EFFECTIVELY  THWARTS  AGENCIES  FROM ENGAGING  IN BROAD 
participatory processes that involve PPGIS data collection even if 
AN AGENCY IS PREDISPOSED TO THE CONCEPT OF 00')3  &OR EXAMPLE 
THE 53 &OREST 3ERVICE HAS FORMALLY REQUESTED TO USE 00')3 TO 
ASSIST NATIONAL FOREST PLANNING BUT HAS BEEN DENIED BY THE /-" 
FOR MORE THAN THREE YEARS 0 2EED PERSONAL COMMUNICATION	
These reasons provide strong disincentives for government 
AGENCIES TO ENGAGE IN PARTICIPATORY PROCESSES THAT WOULD INCLUDE 
00')3  %VEN IF AGENCIES RECOGNIZE THE DElCIENCIES AND LIMITATIONS 
of prevailing public participation methods, it is more comfortable 
TO WORK WITH A KNOWN SYSTEM
Government agencies are not the only ones reluctant to 
engage PPGIS methods and distrust of the public is not limited 
TO GOVERNMENT AGENCIES  2ESISTANCE TO USE OF 00')3 HAS COME 
FROM UNEXPECTED SOURCES 4HERE WAS AN EXPECTATION THAT ENVIRON
MENTAL STAKEHOLDERS AND .'/S WOULD EMBRACE THE USE OF 00')3 
IN PUBLIC LANDPLANNING PROCESSES BECAUSE THE IDENTIlCATION OF 
PLACEBASED CONSERVATION VALUES IS A LIKELY BUT NOT GUARANTEED 
OUTCOME OF A 00')3 PROCESS  "UT IN PRACTICE THE OPPOSITE HAS 
OCCURRED   'ENERALLY  SPEAKING  ENVIRONMENTAL  STAKEHOLDERS  DO 
NOT TRUST 00')3  7HY  %NVIRONMENTAL STAKEHOLDERS AND .'/S 
TRUST IN THEIR ABILITY TO INmUENCE THE PUBLIC LANDPLANNING PROCESS 
FROM THE INSIDE THROUGH PRESSURE POLITICS AND THEIR OWN TECHNI
CAL EXPERTISE  !LTHOUGH NOT ALWAYS SUCCESSFUL THEY HAVE LEARNED 
HOW TO EXERT POLITICAL PRESSURE AT THE APPROPRIATE TIME TO ENSURE 
CONSERVATION OUTCOMES  &OR THEM 00')3 IS A WILD CARD FOR WHICH 
THEY HAVE LITTLE CONTROL OVER THE OUTCOME  4HEY FEAR THE 00')3 
PROCESS  CAN BE  hGAMEDv  IN WAYS  IN WHICH  THEY  ARE UNFAMILIAR 
AND UNPREPARED  .'/S HAVE BECOME QUITE ADEPT AT INmUENCING 
public planning processes, and even though the outcomes are not 
ALWAYS ONES THEY WOULD PREFER THEY WOULD RATHER LIVE WITH THE 
POLITICAL DEVIL THEY KNOW THAN WITH 00')3
Industry stakeholders share a similar level of distrust as do 
ENVIRONMENTAL .'/S  00')3 IS TOO NEW FOR THEM TO FEEL COM
FORTABLE WITH THE METHOD  4HEY WOULD PREFER TO KEEP THE NUMBER 
OF ACTORS IN A PLANNING PROCESS SMALL AND MANAGEABLE  ,IKE THEIR 
environmental adversaries, they do not trust a process that could 
RESULT IN OUTCOMES UNFAVORABLE TO THEIR INTERESTS  "OTH ENVIRON
mental and industry stakeholders have the ability to orchestrate 
hPUBLICv SUPPORT FOR PARTICULAR PLANNING OUTCOMES 4HEY WOULD 
PREFER A PROCESS WHERE THEY CAN manage “public opinion” rather 
than having an agency measure PUBLIC PREFERENCES THROUGH 00')3
)N SUMMARY THERE IS NO STRONG SUPPORT FROM WITHIN GOVERN
ment to expand public participation through PPGIS, and there 
is active resistance from some traditional stakeholder and interest 
GROUPS  !ND YET THE USE OF 00')3 IS LIKELY TO INCREASE GIVEN THE 
IRRESISTIBLE PULL OF NEW TECHNOLOGY AND THE )NTERNET
    
MAPPING THE FUTURE OF PPGIS
4HE SLOW ADOPTION OF 00')3 METHODS BY AGENCIES FOR REGIONAL AND 
environmental planning does not appear technological but may 
reflect a lack of government commitment to public participation 
AND CONSULTATION IN GENERAL 4HE LACK OF FAMILIARITY WITH 00')3 AS 
A NEW CONSULTATION METHODOLOGY AND CONCERNS WITH THE ACCURACY 
AND VALIDITY OF LAY KNOWLEDGE IN ENVIRONMENTAL DECISION PROCESSES 
SERVE TO REINFORCE A PROPENSITY TOWARD AGENCY INERTIA  4HE LACK 
of standardized methods and models for both collecting and 
INTEGRATING 00')3 DATA INTO DECISION PROCESSESTHE KNOWLEDGE 
integration problem—add additional resistance to PPGIS adop
TION  !ND YET MAPPING TECHNOLOGY IS A COMPELLING AND POWERFUL 
FORCE THAT IS NOT EASILY DISMISSED
The explosion in Internet mapping applications and virtual 
earth models has created an environment that should be favor
ABLE TO THE EXPANSION OF 00')3  "UT ')3 TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVA
tion has outpaced understanding of human factors resulting in 
SUBOPTIMAL IMPLEMENTATION OF MAPPING TECHNOLOGY FOR 00')3 
&OR EXAMPLE IN A RECENT 7EBBASED 00')3 APPLICATION FOR 0ARKS 
6ICTORIA !USTRALIA	 WE PROVIDED AN INTEGRATED 'OOGLE -APS AND 
'OOGLE %ARTH APPLICATION INTERFACE THAT ALLOWED PARTICIPANTS THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO EXAMINE AND MAP ANY ATTRIBUTE IN THE STUDY AREA 
4HE APPLICATION CONTAINED THE ZOOM FEATURES OF 'OOGLE -APS AND 
THE THREEDIMENSIONAL VISUALIZATION OF 'OOGLE %ARTH AND PROVIDED 
THE PARTICIPANT WITH THE ABILITY TO SEAMLESSLY SWITCH BETWEEN MAP 
MODES  "UT FEW 00')3 PARTICIPANTS ACTUALLY USED THESE ADVANCED 
NAVIGATIONAL AND VISUALIZATION FEATURES THE MAJORITY OF PARTICIPANTS 
choose to identify the spatial attributes at the default map scale 
THAT PROVIDED INSUFlCIENT MAP RESOLUTION FOR PLACING THE SPATIAL 
ATTRIBUTES WITHIN THE REQUESTED NATIONAL PARK BOUNDARIES  7HEN 
THE APPLICATION WAS MODIlED TO ENFORCE A MINIMUM MAP SCALE 
FOR MARKER PLACEMENT PARTICIPANTS RESPONDED BY PLACING FEWER 
MARKERS  4HUS THE MOST EFFECTIVE MEANS FOR INCREASING 00')3 
PARTICIPATION WHILE MAINTAINING  SPATIAL  DATA QUALITY  REMAINS  A 
WORK IN PROGRESS 
5SING  INCENTIVES  SUCH  AS  PRIZE  DRAWINGS  OR  hLOTTERIESv  TO 
INCREASE GENERAL PUBLIC PARTICIPATION HAS HAD LIMITED EFFECT WITH 
THE 00')3 STUDIES DESCRIBED HERE 4HIS RESULT IS CONSISTENT WITH 
the extensive survey research literature on lottery incentives in
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DICATING LITTLE OR NO IMPACT ON SURVEY RESPONSE SEE EG 3INGER 
VAN (OEWYK AND -AHER  7ARRINER ET AL 	  0REVAILING 
upon planning stakeholder groups to encourage their constituents 
to participate can increase the rate of volunteer participation, 
but this does not increase the participation rate of the general 
PUBLIC  THAT PROVIDES  IMPORTANT BASELINE  COMPARATIVE DATA   ! 
PPGIS implemented for Parks Victoria evaluated the use of an 
OPTIN  )NTERNET PANEL MAINTAINED BY A  LEADING  SURVEY  RESEARCH 
ORGANIZATION IN !USTRALIA AS A POTENTIAL PATHWAY TO INCREASE PUBLIC 
PARTICIPATION PARTICIPANTS WERE REWARDED FOR 00')3 COMPLETION 
and the number of completions increased, but the overall quality 
OF THE 00')3 DATA BASED ON MAPPING EFFORT WAS POOR "ROWN ET 
AL IN PROCESS	  
4HUS WE ARE  LEFT WITH  THE CURRENT PARADOX OF 00')3 AP
plications: Despite the proliferation of Internet mapping tech
nology, there has not been a commensurate increase in PPGIS 
PARTICIPATION  RATES    )N  FACT  THE  OPPOSITE MAY BE  TRUE   7ITH 
greater saturation of Internet mapping applications, the novelty 
AND POTENTIAL ATTRACTIVENESS OF PARTICIPATING IN AN )NTERNETBASED 
00')3 MAY DECLINE  4HERE IS NO MAGIC FORMULA FOR INCREASING 
00')3 PARTICIPATION THAT ALSO MAINTAINS DATA QUALITY   !GENCY 
APPEALS THROUGH ADVERTISING SUCH AS THAT USED BY THE .EW :EALAND 
$EPARTMENT  OF #ONSERVATION  SEE &IGURE  	  OFFER  POTENTIAL  TO 
increase participation, but the actual effectiveness of mass media 
ADVERTISING FOR 00')3 CURRENTLY IS UNKNOWN
4HE INITIAL RELUCTANCE OF CONSERVATION .'/S TO ENGAGE IN 
00')3 MAY BE WANING  4HE RECENT 00')3 STUDY BY THE .ATURE 
#ONSERVANCY  IN 7YOMING  0OCEWICZ  ET  AL 	  SUGGESTS  THE 
method may be gaining some favor as a means to indirectly pro
MOTE THE MISSION OF THE .'/ AND TO INCREASE PUBLIC AWARENESS 
ABOUT IMPORTANT LANDUSE ISSUES  )N THE 5NITED 3TATES BECAUSE 
federal agencies are constrained in their ability to conduct PPGIS 
BECAUSE OF /-" REGULATORY REVIEW .'/S MAY PLAY AN IMPORTANT 
PARTNERING ROLE WITH AGENCIES IN COLLECTING 00')3 DATA
Although PPGIS methods for regional and environmental 
PLANNING NOW  ARE MORE  THAN  A  DECADE  OLD  THE  PLANNING  AND 
DECISION IMPACT THUS FAR HAS BEEN LIMITED  00')3 WILL NOT lX 
FUNDAMENTALLY mAWED PARTICIPATORY PROCESSES THAT ARE SUPERlCIAL 
OBLIGATORY OR TOKEN   &OR 00')3 TO HAVE A SUSTAINED IMPACT ON 
regional and environmental planning, agencies must meaningfully 
encourage and engage the public in planning processes irrespective 
OF THE ')3 COMPONENT   
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